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Johnson’s lectures ＿＿＿how to protect the doctor rather than

how to cure the patient. (05/6)A) look to B) dwell on C) permeate

into D) shrug off2. It is one thing to locate oil, but it is quite another

to ____ and transport it to the industrial centers.(03/12)A) permeate

B) extract C) distinguish D) concentrate3. Allen will soon find out

that real life is seldom as simple as it is ____ in commercials.

(03/6)A) permeated B) alleged C) depicted D) drafted 4. Now the

cheers and applause _______in a single sustained roar.(00/1)A)

mingled B) concentrated C) assembled D) permeated5. An obvious

change of attitude at the top towards womens status in society will

______through the current law system in Japan. (99/1)A) permeate

B) probe C) violate D) gropeSurplus(4次)1. The law of supply and

demand will eventually take care of a shortage or ＿＿＿ of dentists.

(05/6)A) surge B) surplus C) flush D) fluctuation2. Among all the

changes resulting from the ______ entry of women into the work

force, the transformation that has occurred in the women themselves

is not the least important. (00/6)A) massive B) quantitative C)

surplus D) formidable 3. Diamonds have little ______ value and

their price depends almost entirely on their scarcity. (99/1)A) extinct

B) permanent C) surplus D) intrinsic4. The original elections were

declared ______ by the former military ruler. (99/1)A) void B)

vulgar C) surplus D) extravagantRepel(3次)1. If you want to get into



that tunnel, you first have to ____ away all the rocks.(03/12)A) haul

B) repel C) dispose D) snatch2. If you want to get into that tunnel,

you first have to _______ away all the rocks. (00/1)A) haul B)

transfer C) repel D) dispose3. This kind of material can _______

heat and moisture. (97/6)A) 0delete B) compel C) constrain D)

repelReproach(3次)1. He could not ________ ignorance as his

excuse. he should have known what was happening in his

department. (05/1)A) petition B) plead C) resort D) reproach2. The

Spanish team, who are not in superb form, will be doing their best

next week to____ themselves on the German team for last year’s

defeat. (03/12)A) remedy B) reproach C) revive D) revenge3. I think

that I committed a _______ in asking her because she seemed very

upset by my question. (99/1)A) blunder B) revenge C) reproach D)

scandalPremium(2次)1. He bought his house on the________ plan,

paying a certain amount of money each month. (05/1)A) division B)

premium C) installment D) fluctuation2. The relatives of those killed

in the crash got together to seek____. (04/6)A) premium B)

compensation C) repayment D) refund Presumably(2次)1. The

international situation has been growing _____difficult for the last

few years. (01/1)A) invariably B) presumably C) increasingly D)

dominantly2. He will______ resign in view of the complete failure of

the research project. (99/1)A) doubtfully B) adequately C)

presumably D) reasonably 100Test 下载频道开通，各类考试题目
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